
Washington : A Life 
by Ron Chernow 
($40). Without 
question the finest 
full biography of 
George Washington 
ever produced. 
Incisive, complete 

and beautifully written. Superlatives 
too numerous to mention. 
Simply a masterpiece. Highest 
recommendation. –Bill Lewis 

Fannie’s Last 
Supper: Re-creating 
One Amazing 
Meal from Fannie 
Farmer’s 1896 
Cookbook by Chris 
Kimball ($25.99). 
You don’t have to 

be a foodie to enjoy this delightful 
account of how Kimball and his staff 
delivered a 12-course feast based on 
Farmer’s recipes, with a cultural and 
historical view of Victorian Boston. 
–Louise Jones

The Two Hendricks: 
Unraveling A 
Mohawk Mystery 
by Eric Hinderaker 
($35). Pitch perfect 
introduction to 
colonial Mohawk 
history that is crisply 

written, wears its scholarship lightly 
and should encourage further 
reading (we can help) and even field 
trips across western New England 
and upstate New York. Enjoy.  
–Bill Lewis 
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Inside of a Dog: 
What Dogs See, 
Smell, and Know 
($16) by Alexandra 
Horowitz. What’s 
going on in your 
dog’s head? Although 
we’ve lived with 

dogs for thousands of years, we still 
don’t know for sure what or if they 
think. Behavioral scientist Horowitz 
answers these questions in an 
engaging and entertaining style.  
A staff favorite in hardcover.  
–Louise Jones

Monuments Men: 
Allied Heroes, Nazi 
Thieves, and the 
Greatest Treasure 
Hunt in History 
by Robert Edsel 
($16.99). As World 
War II ended, a 
special force of 

American and British art experts 
searched northern Europe, on a 
misssion to prevent the Germans 
from destroying the art treasures 
they’d confiscated. A great read.  
–Louise Jones

Twelve by Twelve: 
A One-Room 
Cabin Off the Grid 
and Beyond the 
American Dream 
by William Powers 
($14.95). A down-
to-earth spiritual 
journey of an 

environmentalist living off the grid. 
In order to find his place in society, 
he must step outside of it, exploring 
what poverty really means and how 
living lightly is actually living in 
abundance. –Krysta Piccoli

The Warmth of 
Other Suns: The 
Epic Story of 
America’s Great 
Migration by 
Isabel Wilkerson 
($30). A classic 
example of “big” 
history explained by 

focusing on the experiences of just 
a few individuals. Reads like a novel 
but the scholarship is impressive. 
 Moving - and important.  
–Bill Lewis  

The Killer of Little 
Shepherds: A 
True Crime Story 
and the Birth of 
Forensic Science 
by Douglas Starr 
($26.95). The story of 
Joseph Vacher, serial 

killer in France in the early 1890s, 
and the team of forensic scientists 
and police that eventually tracked 
him down. Gruesome accounts of 
the crimes and detailed descriptions 
of the newly discovered methods of 
forensic science. Fabulous.  
–Sarah Teunissen

Bloody Crimes 
by James Swanson 
($27.99). The nation’s 
extended mourning 
period during 
the train journey 
bringing Abraham 
Lincoln’s body 
home to Springfield, 

Illinois is counterpointed by 
Confederate President Jefferson 
Davis’ flight from Richmond, 
gallantly unconvinced that the 
surrender of Lee’s army was 
necessarily the last gasp of the Old 
South. –Alden Graves
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Land by D
avid 

G
rossm

an
 ($26.95). 

N
ever have I been 

so m
oved by a w

ork 
of fiction! G

rossm
an 

brings to life tw
o 

intense characters, 
struggling w

ith the effects of w
ar, love, 

fear and friendship, as they m
ake an 

epic, soul baring w
alk through the 

Israeli countryside. An extraordinary, 
unforgettable story! –Liz Barnum

After her son reenlists in the arm
y for 

a m
ajor offensive against the Arabs, an 

Israeli w
om

an begins w
alking across 

G
alilee to avoid learning of his fate. A 

m
ajestic, m

oving, em
otionally potent 

book by a w
riter w

ho has paid a terrible 
personal price living in the shadow

 of 
w

ar. –Alden G
raves 
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Duchess: Georgiana Duchess of Devonshire by Amanda 
Foreman ($15.95pb). Lady Georgiana Spencer, an 18th century 
relative of Princess Di, was famous for her marriage to one of 
England’s wealthiest and most influential men, her political salon, 
her addictions to gambling, drugs and sexual liaisons. A splendid 
biography that digs beneath the superficial. –Louise Jones



The Fall of  
Giants by Ken Fol-
lett ($36). A World 
War One epic that 
leaves you want-
ing more even after 
985 pages! Full of 
diverse, intriguing 

and compelling characters from five 
countries. Follett once again proves 
his mastery as a storyteller. Historical 
fiction at its best. –Chris Morrow

Crooked Letter, 
Crooked Letter 
by Tom Franklin 
($24.99). A small 
Mississippi town is 
the setting for this 
terrific writer’s noir-
ish novel about race 
relations, family se-

crets and unsolved murders. A mur-
der draws a black cop and a friend-
less white mechanic, classmates and 
buddies during the 1970s, back 
together.  –Stan Hynds

 
Hypothermia: A 
Reykjavik Thriller 
by Arnaldur  
Indridason ($24.99). 
Intense, haunting. 
Inspector Erlen-
dur retraces the 
disturbed life of 
a suicide and re-

investigates two cold cases in this 
compelling novel that questions our 
religious and emotional beliefs in 
life and the afterlife. –Louise Jones 
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Skippy Dies by 
Paul Murray ($28). 
Somewhere between 
The Breakfast Club 
and War and Peace, 
this comic novel of 
life and death in an 
Irish boys’ school is 

as packed with fun, drama, drugs, 
smart ideas and stupid stunts as any 
teenager’s day. Unmissable. –Charles 
Bottomley

The Good  
Daughters by 
Joyce Maynard 
($24.99). Great sto-
ry! I couldn’t stop 
reading about these 
“birthday sisters” 
– how their lives 
intertwined and di-

verged. Family dynamics are cleverly 
woven throughout, and I found the 
1960s rural New Hampshire setting 
familiar and comforting.  
–Karen Frank

Bound by Antonya 
Nelson ($25). This 
complex novel ex-
plores how we free 
ourselves by assum-
ing new respon-
sibilities. It glides 
from character to 
character, circling 

around then tying them together. 
I was never able to predict what 
would happen. The writing is beau-
tiful, moving, incisive. –Louise Jones

Stranger Here 
Below by Joyce 
Hinnefeld (24.95). 
This spare, intense 
novel won’t take 
up a great deal of 
your time but will 
carve a permanent 
place in your soul. 

Old-time music and Shaker history 
frame the story of two friends and 
the family histories that shape their 
lives. –Karen Frank

Kill The Dead by 
Richard Kadrey 
($22.99). The se-
quel to Sandman 
Slim. Slim must 
act as Lucifer’s 
bodyguard while 
the Big Bad is in 
Los Angeles mak-

ing a movie about his life. Violent, 
profane, wickedly funny. Not for the 
younger sci-fi reader. –Sarah Teunissen

Nemesis by 
Philip Roth ($26). 
The1944 polio  
epidemic ravages 
Newark, forcing 
young Bucky Can-
tor to make some 
tough choices. A 
devastating fable 

boasting one of Roth’s most idealis-
tic heroes and some of his best writ-
ing in years. –Charles Bottomley

N e w p a p e r b a c k
Twilight Forever Rising by Lena Meydan ($15.99). A Russian bestseller available for the first time in the 
US. Darel, a vampire empathy, must decide how much he is willing to sacrifice for the love of a human. 
While I enjoyed Darel, it was Meydan’s mythology and political intrigue that hooked me. –Ben Parker

Waiting for Columbus by Thomas Trofimuk ($15.95). This story still haunts me and was the best book I 
read last year [in hardcover]. The two-page prologue alone hooked me, and the rest of the novel just kept 
me enthralled. An outstanding debut from a masterful writer. – Erik Barnum

Museum of Innocence by Orhan Pamuk ($15.95). Passionate, compulsively readable, standing at the 
intersection of East and West, wealth and poverty. Kemal’s struggle to transcend Turkish social constraints 
to reclaim a lost love is made manifest in the museum that he erects to the memory of their thwarted 

desires. –Cheryl Cornwall

You Were Wrong by Matthew Sharpe ($14). Sharpe’s acrobatic sentences and verbose antagonist remind 
us of the powers and limits of language. This is no mere exercise; rather, a clever romp through our wild 
American moment, where even the morning arrives bathed in a curious afternoon light. –Emelia B.

An old FAvoRite Uniform Justice by Donna Leon ($14pb). 
A Venice filled with intrigue, corruption and murder is the setting 
for this Commissario Brunetti mystery. Is the death of the son of 

a former politico suicide or murder? Well-written mystery with 
interesting characters and mouth-watering food. 

& something new Brunetti’s Cookbook: Recipes by 
Roberta Pianaro and Culinary Stories by Donna Leon ($24.95). 
Wonderful recipes with delightful accompanying passages  
from Leon’s Commissario Brunetti series. A great gift.  
 –Sarah Knight
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